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Skinner North LSC Meeting 
Draft Minutes of LSC Special Meeting on  

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 6:30 PM virtually 
Minutes were approved as read/as approved on March 17, 2021 

 
1. Call Meeting to Order  

a. IE called the meeting to order at 6:47 
 

2. Roll Call/Quorum Established at 6:49 pm – with all members 
LSC Member Attendance  
(“X” signifies attendance; “L” Indicates late arrival - notate time of arrival, “D” indicates early 
departure - notate time of departure) 
 

 Katie Magnuson (KM1) – Principal on 
Leave 

x Jackie Wernz (JW) - Parent 

x Derrick Kimbrough (VP) – Vice Principal x Chirag Shah (CS) - Parent 

x Diamond Baker (DB) - Parent x Mattea Walsh (MW) - Teacher 

x Marjorie Baltazar (MB) - Parent   

x Morgan Jones (MJ) - Parent x Priya Shah (PS) - Teacher 

x Ismael El-Amin (IE) - Parent x Gloria Morales (GM) - Non-
Teaching 

 

3. Motion to approve recording of the virtual meeting  

GM introduced motion to record the virtual meeting, MB seconded, unanimous vote to 

approve. 

 

4. Motion to approve agenda 

MB introduced motion to approve the agenda, PS seconded, unanimous vote to approve. 

 

5. VP Remarks 

Most of the information will be provided on Thursday. DK provided a brief apology 

regarding the confusion regarding emailing lists. That issue should be fixed. We will have a 

hybrid option, with people in person in two groups. Pod A will be in classes Mon/Tu. Pod B 

will be there Th/F. The pods are being assigned using the survey that was taken last year 

with priority for students with siblings at the school. On Wednesday, students will be on 

remote learning. We will receive information about what arrival, schedules, lunch, recess, 

etc. look like at the Town Hall on Thursday. Bussing will be almost like it was for in-person, 

where we do not get information about bussing until the start of school. Students who are 
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full remote will receive some synchronous time with students in person but the bulk of their 

day will be unsynchronous.   

 

6. Public Participation  

At the start of public participation, IE explained the background the meeting. Teachers have 

asked the LSC to issue a CTU resolution opposing reopening. IE and MJ reiterated that 

questions about reopening should be held for Thursday night, tonight should be focused on 

the experiences that people want to share regarding the resolution. 

 

The Following expressed concerns about reopening and in support of LSC resolution (where 

specifics not provided, expressed concerns with safety and teachers’ safety generally):  

• Parent & CPS Teacher 

• Teachers (via statement with 29 signatures - MJ asked how many teachers available 

to sign, answer was 35 staff members) 

• Parent (agreed lots of literature on how risks remain high. and new strain being 

higher risk for children) 

• Teacher (teachers want to stay home because of concerns about health) 

o Agreed by parent 

• Parent and CPS Teacher 

• Parent (schools in Germany and UK that were open all this while have now closed 

due to the new mutations) 

• Parent (there was a story on All Things Considered tonight about a mutation now 

that may be avoiding antibodies. That does not sound less deadly.) 

• Teacher 

• Parent (concern with safety, differs by neighborhood, students wearing masks 

without breaks for several class periods) 

• Parent (husband is public health professional, support teachers) 

• Parent (support teachers, need reopening plan that puts their safety first, including 

vaccines)  

• Teacher (no responses from CPS on accommodation requests) 

• Parent (support teachers, vaccinations before return, concern with simultaneous 

instruction)  

• Parent (remote learning has worked really well for us and our family. Thank you to 

our teachers and the SN community.) 

• Parent (concerned that hybrid learning is worse for everyone - for kids in the 

classroom and the kids at home from a perspective of quality of instruction and of 

course the teachers in terms of safety.  

• Teacher 
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Expressed support for reopening and against LSC resolution (where specifics not given 

expressed general support for reopening as safe, appropriate and expressed general 

opposition to LSC issuing a resolution):   

• Parent (physician) 

• Parent  

• Parent (essential workers have been safely working using masks and handwashing) 

• Parent 

• Parent (refer to science; no guarantee COVID is temporary so need to work toward 

reopening now) 

• Parent (refer to science) 

• Parent 

• Parent 

Parent (Eventually, we are going to need to return to in-person school. I am 

interested to hear under what conditions CTU is willing to return to school in person, 

if any.) 

• Parent 

Parent (Completely agree that our teachers are working hard, I don't think anyone is 

questioning that. I and others who support returning to in-person schooling is 

wanting to do so because our children's education and emotional wellbeing has 

suffered ever since the schooling went remote. Please remember that we went to 

remote learning almost a YEAR ago) 

• Parent (mutuations are not as deadly, the flu is an example) 

• Parent (also pediatrician) 

• Parent (this is all about the kids, their social and emotional well-being is at risk) 

• Parent 

• Parent (no data showing risk from opening schools; private schools have been open; 

many have been working, we need to adapt; exceptionally unfair to children of 

people not working from home including doctors, nurses, essential workers, to do 

only remote learning 

• Parent (E-learning has been great but there is a lot of toll on parents). 

 

Expressed Support for Remaining Neutral (where no specifics given, expressed general 

support) 

• Parent 

• Parent 

• Parent (While I am interested in hearing what *my child's* teachers have to say 

about teaching in *our school*, I think the teachers have a venue through CTU to 

express how they feel. The LSC should remain neutral.) 
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Questions 

• Parent: Has the LSC scheduled a walk through, what is percentage of families opting 

to return, and how do SN's teachers feel about returning and how are we supporting 

them. 

• A parent raised a question about whether remote students in a hybrid plan will 

receive less asynchronous instruction. Questions about ability to provide 

simultaneous instruction to remote and in person students.  

• Parent: Equity should be first and foremost in any decision that is taken with respect 

to a plan going forward.  

• Pareny: What is the percentage of returning students? 

• Parent: Do the teachers have a list of requests that they want CPS to meet before 

everyone would agree that the schools are safe to return?  

 

FOSN President stated FOSN has funds due to parental support to use for this type of 

situation. 

 

A straw poll was taken via zoom showing 58% of those present supported resolution, 30’% 

opposed, 11% neither 

 

7. LSC Discussion & Response to Community Concerns 

A discussion was held. Thanks to all participants given and expression that all voices were 

being heard on all sides of the issue. PS expressed desire to use our voice to help others in 

the communities.  MB expressed concern that the resolution is leverage and that it is not 

LSC role to solve an imbalance between CTU and CPS. Our concern should be focused on 

differences in level of learning for remote students, requests for accommodations. PS 

recommended we have another meeting after Town Hall Thursday recognizing that not all 

parents are represented here and would give time to capture voices.  

 

8. Public Participation  

 

• Parent (also chair of another LSC. What does the resolution do? Nothing. A voicing of 

your community. At their school, teachers drafted a letter. An LSC member drafted a 

resolution letter. It was shared with LSC members prior to the meeting. They voted.) 

• Parent (I can change my mind, teachers cant. Hybrid will not provide a normal school 

experience for children) 

• Teacher (the Town Hall is a CPS presentation) 

• Parent (we should not rush to a vote) 

• Parent (the point of the resolution is to reflect our community but also parents 

wanting these accommodations being met) 
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[7. Continued] LSC Discussion & Response to Community Concerns 

 

IE motion to write a resolution, JW seconded, unanimous vote 

 

9. New Business 

 

IE recommended that we hear out Thursday’s town hall and have another LSC call on Friday 

to discuss what we might want to put in a resolution.  

 

JW agreed to, once we have solicited opinions, work on a draft to share synthesizing 

opinions. 

 

MJ confirmed that expected outcome on Friday would be to be have a drafted resolution 

addressing timely and reasonable accommodations for employees, supports for students, 

and addressing needs of vulnerable students at our school.  

 

10. Adjournment 

Motion from MJ, MB seconded, unanimous at 10:03 

 

Letter asked to be shared as part of agenda: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i5LPD7LYXuadsReThiVGUsR-dSEyzWGbUnXww-

8Za1E/edit?usp=sharing Teacher letter  


